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visibility on future infrastructure investment needs, and/or advise planning authorities of 
capacity limitations and how and when these are to be overcome. 

The report considers what happens in the Energy and Communication Sector(s) respectively. 
However, the Report is not entirely correct when it comes to who provides the infrastructure. 
More importantly, it ignores that asset payments are an integral part of the commercial contract.  

The position in the water and sewerage sector, whereby Developers pay for the provision of 
water and sewerage infrastructure and then ‘gift’ income generating assets to water and 
sewerage companies is an important aspect, not accounted for in the report. 

In tandem with the latter point, the report does not account for those sites that have had a 
former use other than housing, and water which were connected to existing company water and 
sewerage infrastructure which misses the bearing on and sewerage company infrastructure 
provision, costs, and charges, especially infrastructure charges. 

The report implies that newly constructed infrastructure may be susceptible to snagging at a 
level that exceeds the performance of existing assets, thereby increasing water and sewerage 
company costs which in reality is funded by the Developer through compliance, supported and 
demonstrated by the lack of post-adoption intervention. 

In the introduction and throughout the consultation, Ofwat refer to “the balance of charges”. 
However, the Frontier Economics state in unequivocal terms: 

 
“We understand that there is currently no agreed common definition of the balance of charges. 
Therefore, the concept of keeping the balance of charges broadly maintained is ambiguous, 
because it is not clear precisely what should be broadly maintained”. 

The report does not define the value of the income offset based on actual company charging 
arrangements. The income offset identified in the report is around £140/dwelling more than the 
current average. Irrespective of the value used, the immediate increase in cost for Developers 
would be considerable and can be shared if felt of value. 

The report does not consider how network capacity is determined, especially for existing foul 
sewers and how this in turn influences the cost components of the infrastructure charge, in 
particular when determining the level/cost of network reinforcement and we continue to raised 
questions on how network capacity is determined. 

The Frontier Economics report refers to water and sewerage company retained contractor costs 
and whether these are representative and reasonable. Company Board Assurance Statements 
do not provide the necessary reassurance in this regard and we would advocate that time is 
spent evaluating term contractor rates/provisions to ensure they are fair and representative, in 
addition to providing customer value for money. 

Our view is that the proposals outlined in the consultation should have been accompanied by a 
Regulatory Impact Assessment which would have provided greater cost and charging 
granularity, especially given the increase experienced in Developer Community costs. 

 

 








